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Abstract — A successful transaction of digital con-
tents is primarily dependent on security policies, trust

mechanisms and benefits balances, as well as the simple
adoption of the combination of enhanced security policies

would not effectively establish a trust relationship among

various stakeholders in the DRM (Digital rights manage-
ment) -enabling contents value chain. With respect to

a generic DRM ecosystem, the hierarchy analyses of the
multi-participant trust architecture were proposed based

on the game-theoretic adoptions of security policies. By us-

ing formalized definitions of security components and ser-
vices’ utilities, we presented the choice of policies with the

external relativity, in the contents acquisition scenario, as a
multi-player simultaneous-move game referred to contents

provider, digital services/rights provider and consumer.

Also, in term of security policies combinations’ utilities
and benefit effects on participants, we further gained the

game’s Nash Equilibrium, which is a stable profile of secu-
rity policies achieving the optimal balance of the security

and utilities, thus establishing and strengthening the multi-

party trust. The analytic conclusions show that enhanced
security policies profile does not necessarily achieve opti-

mal benefits balance in the one-stage game, for a small
quantity of digital contents transactions. Whereas, the

profile could transform into Nash Equilibrium with the

increase of transaction sessions, meanwhile being Pareto
Optimality.

Key words — Digital rights management, Trust, Secu-

rity policy, Trusted computing, Game theory, Nash equi-
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I. Introduction

With the rapid development of communication network tech-
nologies, the Next-generation Internet, 3G and 4G wireless mobile

network have been striding to a large-scale deployment and appli-

cation. As a result, by using multiple network admission methods,
users could access to digital resources and services in anytime, at

anywhere, which is much easier than before. Unfortunately, an il-

licit copy, free distribution, unauthorized usage of the copyrighted
digital contents will also become a common phenomenon, as the

contents like electric books, images, music, movies and application
software are easily duplicated without deterioration in quality. Un-

der such a circumstance, digital contents industry would be heavily

damaged, and its value chain ecosystem could even be corrupted.
Therefore, the issue of the copyright protection and legitimate usage

is, therefore, crucial.
Digital rights management (DRM) has emerged at the begin-

ning of the 1990s in order to control copyrights infringements. It

is an umbrella term involved both in realizations of contents in-
dustry realm and in researches on multiple scientific disciplines, for

instance, Information technology, economics and law[1]. In the last
decade, regardless of a generic DRM or Mobile DRM, the emphasis

of related works has been laid on researches on the contents pro-

tection, which was based mainly on cryptographic security[2,3] and
watermark technologies[4,5] , as well as on the controlled usage that

was accomplished by Rights expression language[6,7] and Usage con-
trol models[8].

Recent years have witnessed the emerging researches on the

trust issue in DRM ecosystems[9,10] , in combination with trusted
computing-enabling applications, which cover to the trustworthily

dissemination of licenses presenting the usage policy, the secure stor-
age of contents and encryption keys, together with the trusted exe-

cution of DRM controller, also called DRM Agent. Here the remote

attestations, seal approaches and integrated trusted platforms were
adopted[11] . The trusted terminal platform provided by device ven-

dors is essential to the robust DRM systems, and is also helpful
for establishing and strengthening trust relationships among partic-

ipants. Nowadays, in addition to the trusted PC platform speci-

fied by TCG, OpenTC in Europe and Chinese Trusted Computing
Union, there exist technical specifications referred to the trusted

mobile platform.
As is mentioned above, there are fruitful researches on DRM

security issues, but a successful digital transaction should resort to

three factors: security, trust and benefit. Security aims at imple-
menting a secure and persistent electronic business to be free from

the piracy, and trust is basic requirement for the robustness and
survivability of DRM ecosystems. So far, the DRM trust is merely

based on security policies and relevant mechanisms, as is no suf-
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ficient. How to rationally adopt security policies for participants

pursuing maximum benefits is worthwhile considering. The main
contribution of the paper is to propose the multi-party trust archi-

tecture for DRM based on game-theoretic analyses of adoptions of

security policies, which is the benefits-centric trust, so that various
participants could find out a optimal and stable security policies

combination in DRM ecosystem.

II. Formalized Multi-Party Game on
Security Policies

1. Multi-party trust architecture and hierarchical anal-

yses
A generic DRM ecosystem is composed of various stakeholders

as CP (Contents provider), RP (Rights provider), Consumer and
Device provider. Based on the anatomy of fundamental trust re-

lationships, Multi-party trust architecture (MPTA) for DRM is a

layered framework, where the last party is not referred to, and the
above two layers represent the generic value chain and fundamen-

tal security requirements for participants, respectively. According
to these requirements, the next layer includes a group of security

components and/ or services that are categorized into basic secu-

rity components/services and optional ones. They can be adopted
by participants to implement various concrete security policies, and

the forth layer presents a set of security policies. The participant is

assumed as a Rational agent (RA) that can reasonably choose and
deploy security policies based on a complicated game.

2. Basic elements
Definition 1 (Party) A party ℘ denotes a set of some actors

α playing the same functional role in DRM ecosystem. A party and

MPTA value chain are formalized as following sets:

℘ = {α|actor is responsible for a function}

DRM ValueChain = {℘, Contents, Rights}

DRM VauleChainMPTA = {CP, RP, Consumer, Contents, Rights}
Definition 2 (Security component/service) In term of

security requirements for participants, an atomic functionality se-
curity component could be a program, hardware/firmware unit and

middleware, as well as a functional security service is realized to
accomplish a group of related functions. Here basic security compo-

nents/services are written by c∗/s∗, and optional ones denoted by

c/s. Notations f , w, u, μ manifest a factor from the factor set F
influencing the whole benefit of ℘ for an adoption of c/s, the factor

weight value, the factor utility, as well as the positive/negative util-
ities sum when adopting c/s, respectively. Note that the weight’s

normalization is based on all factors’ weights involved in c/s.

SecurityComponent = {c∗1, c∗2, · · · c∗i , c1, c2, · · · cj}

SecurityService = {s∗1, s∗2, · · · s∗m, s1, s2, · · · sn}

F (cs) = {fc1, fc2, · · · fcp}, F (st) = {fs1, fs2, · · · fsq},

1 ≤ s ≤ j, 1 ≤ t ≤ n

μ(cs) =

p∑
i=1

ui

(
wi

/ h∑
k=1

wk

)
, μ(st) =

q∑
j=1

uj

(
wj

/ l∑
k=1

wk

)

Property 1 (External relativity of optional secu-
rity components/services) If two or more optional compo-

nents/services that are from different parties need to be adopted
simultaneously, otherwise the active c/s has a negative utility on

corresponding parties, these components/services are of the exter-

nal relativity, depicted as follows, where C(℘) denotes the set car-
dinality of {℘}.

Relative Components = {c1, c2, · · · , cp}

∀i, j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ p, 2 ≤ p ≤ C({℘}))∃s, t(s, t ∈ {CP, RP,

Consumer}), ci ∈ CS , cj ∈ Ct,

i �= j ∧ s �= t → μ(ci) > 0 ∧ μ(cj) > 0

Relative Services = {s1, s2, · · · , sq}

∀i, j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ q, 2 ≤ q ≤ C({℘}))∃m, n(m, n ∈ {CP, RP,

Consumer}), si ∈ Sm, sj ∈ Sn,

i �= j ∧ m �= n → μ(si) > 0 ∧ μ(sj) > 0

Definition 3 (Security policy) sp is composed of a group of

relevant security components/services, which include all c∗/s∗ and

some c/s that are adopted by ℘ with a specific security goal.

sp = {c∗1, · · · c∗i , s∗1 · · · s∗m, c1, c2, · · · cs, s1, s2, · · · st}
0 ≤ s ≤ j, 0 ≤ t ≤ n

SPi = {sp1
i , sp2

i , · · · spC(SPi)
i },

C(SPi) = 2(j+n), i ∈ {CP, RP,Consumer}
Definition 4 (Utility of sp) Utility U of sp is a sum of

utilities μ of all security components and services involved in sp.

U(spb
a) =

i∑
p=0

m∑
q=0

μ(c∗p) + μ(s∗q ) +

j∑
p=0

n∑
q=0

μ(cp) + μ(sq)

Property 2 (External relativity of security policies) If
two or more different security policies refer to c/s with the external

relativity, these security policies are external relative, as written by

Relative Policies{sp1, sp2, · · · , spn}
∀i, j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, 2 ≤ n ≤ C({℘}))∃s, t(s, t ∈ {CP, RP,

Consumer}),
∃p, q(cp ∈ spi, sq ∈ spj , spi ∈ SPS , spj ∈ SPt)

(p + q ≥ n ∧ i �= j ∧ s �= t → (c1, c2, · · · , cp

∈ Relative Components)

∨ (s1, s2, · · · , sq ∈ Relative Services)

3. Formal game on security policies
Definition 5 (Rational agent) RA denotes a rational actor

aiming at the benefit maximum, and makes decisions on adopting
security policies. In MPTA, there are three RAs with respect to

three parties, i.e., RACP , RARP , RAconsumer , respectively.

Definition 6 (Payoff of RA) In MPTA, the payoff of RA
denotes the acquired benefit under a security policy combination

(profile) that is a vector of security policies adopted by RAs’ ac-
tions. The payoff includes two aspects, one being from RA itself

and the other being from other RAs’ moves.

Definition 7 (Multi-party game on security policies)
The game depicts a process of making decision on effective and

rational adoptions of security policies, where participants’ moves
have effects on benefits one another. To achieve utility maximum

and benefit balance, the game is formalized by a set of the three tu-

ple as 〈℘, sp, payoff 〉, where SP manifests a set of security policies.

G = {〈RAi, SPi, Payoff (RAi,RA−i)〉|i = {CP, RP, Consumer}}
Definition 8 (Nash equilibrium under pure strategy

profile) for any RA, when the case that the RA adopt a sp∗ to
acquire the benefit greater than one gained by choosing any other

sp occurs, the combination of each RA’s sp∗ is considered as the
relatively dominant security policies profile met by the benefits bal-

ance.

Payoff(RAsp∗
i , RA sp∗

i ) ≥ Payoff(RAspj

i , RA sp∗
i ),

j ∈ SPi, j �= ∗, i ∈ {CP, RP, Consumer},
− i ∈ {CP, RP, Consumer}, −i �= i
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where (sp∗CP , sp∗RP , sp∗Consumer) is a relatively dominant pure strat-

egy profile.

4. Game of security policies for two scenarios

Proposition 1 (Multi-player simultaneous-move game in

contents acquisition scenario) Contents acquisition (purchase)
is a general DRM application scenario, where adoptions of security

policies are considered as a specific multi-player simultaneous-move

game process game among CP, RP and Consumer.

Proof In MPTA, there are RACP , RARP , RAconsumer in
term of Definition 5, and let SPCP , SPRP and SPconsumer be

a security policies set, respectively. The game is further for-

malized as Gacquisition = {〈RAi, SPi, Payoff (RAi, RA i)〉, where
i = {CP, RP,Consumer}. For the deployment and the initializa-

tion of a DRM system, any party needs to choose and active relative
security components/services, which is to say, to adopt a specific sp

from SP. In general, the contents acquisition process has tempo-

ral order characteristic, taking a DRM Pull model as an example,
RAconsumer acquires a corresponding license of the purchased con-

tent from RARP after acquiring contents from RACP . However,
each RA adopts and initializes sp without knowing the moves of

other RAs’ sps, meanwhile the activeness of sps could not change

after DRM system initialization for a contents transaction, so the
whole process of all RAs’ moves is a simultaneous-move game on

security policies, not a sequential-move game.

Deduction 1 (Repeated-game in contents acquisition

scenario) When transactional sessions of contents acquisitions have
implemented more times, participant of DRM ecosystem could re-

active a game on adoptions of security policies. The new game is

seen as a repeated game based on the former game processes and
their results, and a new equilibrium could be gained.

Proof In the given scenario, with the increase of contents

transactions, the adoptions of security policies would correspond-

ingly change. When RACP , RARP , and RAconsumer choose secu-
rity policies over again, a repeated game occurs in combination with

the former game and the concrete numbers of transaction sessions,
and the newly gained security policies profile becomes a new Nash

Equilibrium.

III. Game-Theoretic Analyses of Typical
Security Policies

In a general DRM ecosystem, each party has a set of security
policies and practical choices as actions in a business transaction.

Several typical security policies for CP, RP and Consumer were

listed in Section III.1. The next two sub-sections presented ev-
ery security component/service’s utility, as well as effective policies

combinations and participants’ payoffs, respectively. Finally, a com-
plicated game-theoretic analysis was represented.

1. Typical security policies of participants

We presented several typical security policies, and a practical

DRM application may include these policies, but are not limited
to. In term of Definition 2 in Section II.2, some security compo-

nents/services, which are conformable to security requirements of
either party, we firstly presented, and then a set of security policies

could be easily deduced.

Three participants’ security components/services include:

• Packaging: by using the functional component, digital con-

tents are encrypted based on a specific cryptographic algorithm,

and further encapsulated as a distributable data object format. It
is dispensable to a DRM system.

• WM (Watermarking): the basic security service provides

a reactive copyrights protection capability and forensic proofs, and

is adopted to authenticate the ownership of contents through the
detection/decoding of pre-embedded imperceptible watermarking.

• Identification: it is employed to accomplish the contents
security, for instance, to validate by using a verification service pro-

vided by the third party whether a section of malicious codes is

embedded into a Java game. And then, Consumer could acquire

trustworthy contents when a certain trust level is authenticated.
The functionality is optional for CP, whether it is active or not is

dependent on CP’ intended security policies in content transactions.

• Transaction-based negotiation with RP (TN): for a

generic DRM ecosystem, CP and RP are respectively responsible
for the dissemination of digital contents and rights/licenses. It is

advantageous to the distribution of contents/licenses, and to the
creation of business trust relationships between CP and RP. Note

that TN is executed when each transaction begins, not when DRM

systems establish and initialize.

As the set of CP’s c/s is {Packaging∗, WM ∗, Identification,
TN}, and obviously, the set of security policies include the following

policies: {Packaging∗, WM∗}, {Packaging∗, WM∗, Identification},
{Packaging∗, WM∗, TN}, {Packaging∗, WM∗, Identification, TN},
denoted by spi

CP (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

• REI (Rights expression and issue): by using it, RP spec-

ifies and distributes licenses granting corresponding digital rights in

term of purchased contents and user’s payments, realizing persis-
tent usage control on contents. The component is considered to be

essential to contents legitimate usages from RP’s perspective.

• IA (Identity authentication): the authentication provided

by the basic component not only ensures the identity of purchaser,
but provides a detailed log of the purchase.

• DA (Device attestation): based on trusted computing-

enabling devices and the remote attestation, RP could validate the

integrity of user devices and DRM Controller. The enhanced func-
tionality is not necessary for DRM or contents transactions, but

optional.

• TN: it is optional as above mentioned.

Similarly, due to the set of RP’s c/s denoted by {REI∗, IA∗,

DA, TN}, the set of security policies is {{REI∗, IA∗}, {REI∗,
IA∗, DA}, {REI∗, IA∗, TN}, {REI∗, IA∗, DA, TN}}, written by

{sp1
RP , sp2

RP , sp3
RP , sp4

RP }.
• DRM controller: this is a key component to effectively con-

trol content’s legal usages by validating relevant licenses and rights.

• CRE (Contents restricted execution): by the optional
service, consumer could discretionarily restrict content’s usages and

executions in terminal devices according to the different trust level

of contents, which is provided by CP.

• TCD (Trusted computing-enabling device): consumers
employ this kind of devices in order to safeguard their confidential

and sensitive personal data from casually collecting and disseminat-

ing.

Consumer-side security policies are composed of {Controller∗},
{Controller∗ , CRE}, {Controller∗, TCD} and {Controller∗, CRE,

TCD} denoted by spi
Consumer (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

2. Utilities of security components/services

Through analyzing typical security policies and their relative c/s

above mentioned, we presented the utility impact factors, weights

and utilities of c/s in this section. As c∗/s∗ does not change utilities
of sp, we only need to consider utilities of c/s.

• Identification service: the utility-impacting factors mainly

refer to the identification overhead, written by fCol
CP , and the benefit

from providing trusted contents to consumer, written by fPol
CP . The

former is negative utility by uCol
CP , and the latter belongs to positive

by uPol
CP .

• TN component: its activeness would have significant ef-

fect on robust trust relationships between CP and RP. So, this is
a positive factor fPoTN

CP , and its utility being uPoTN
CP . But, the

component increases the time delay and computing complexity of
each digital transaction, as it is transaction-driven. We define the

negative factor and its few utility by fCoTN
CP and uCoTN

CP , respec-

tively. It should be noted that TN needs to simultaneously active
by CP and RP. Thus, if it is adopted only by either of both, uCoTN

CP
will be neglected. Under this assumption, considering Property 1
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in Section II.1, TN adopted by CP and RP is not of the external

relativity.
• DA component: it implements the function of the attesta-

tion on the bootstrap and run-time integrity, as consequently en-

ables RP to ensure that issued licenses will be trustworthily in-
terpreted and executed, further acquiring the utility uPoDA

RP . For

this, the corresponding impact-factor fPoDA
RP benefits RP. The other

side of a coin, the adoption and activeness of DA also directly af-

fects the computation and storage overheads of RP-side systems and

the establishment cost of the integrity managements according to
IMM (Integrity management model) proposed by TCG. These neg-

ative factors are together depicted by fCoDA
RP , and its utility being

uCoDA
RP .

• CRE component: if CP provides the identified digital con-

tents, consumer could active the component to validate the trust
levels of gained contents, and then execute or reject them. The

adoption of the component on user terminal device could indirectly
protect consumers’ sensitive resource, so it has a positive factor by

fPoCRE
Consumer , together with the corresponding utility is denoted by

uPoCRE
Consumer . One the other hand, there are such a negative factor

fCoCRE
Consumer as the delay of the authentication and control, and its

few utility uCoCRE
Consumer can be neglected when adopted only by Con-

sumer.

• Trusted computing-enabling components/services:

these components/services are relative to RP-side DA, meanwhile
they also have positive/negative factors and relative utilities, de-

noted by fPoTC
Consumer , uPoTC

Consumer , fCoTC
Consumer and uCoTC

Consumer , respec-
tively. Here, fCoTC

Consumer manifests the cost of the trusted computing-

enabling terminal device, and fPoTC
Consumer being a positive effect on

benefits of Consumer, such as improving security of contents and
personal confidential data.

Fig. 1. Security policies combinations from RARP ’s perspective

It is clearly seen that the DA component and trusted computing-

enabling device are with the external relativity, moreover the rela-
tion between the contents identification and the CRE component is

also similar. Therefore, sp2
CP and sp2

Consumer , sp2
RP and sp3

Consumer
are two groups of security profiles with the external relativity.

3. Effective policies combinations and payoffs

As each party has four security policies, there are 64 possible
policies profiles in the game. In term of Property 2, Figure 1 illus-

trated three sorts of profiles from RP’s perspective, which manifest

the positive utility profile, negative utility one and non-utility one.
Here ∗spj

i (i ∈ {CP, RP, Consumer}, j = 1, 2, 3, 4) denotes the

discussed object (policy) in a sub-figure.
As c∗/s∗ is included in every security policy, the utility of the

policy that only consists of c∗/s∗ is seen as a baseline utility by

Ubaseline
i . According to Definition 4 and Fig.1, the payoffs of par-

ticipants under various profiles were listed as follows. For RACP ,

Payoff(RA1
CP , RAj,k

−CP ) =Ubaseline
i , 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, 1 ≤ k ≤ 4

(1)

Payoff(RA4
CP , RAj,k

−CP ) =Ubaseline
i + uPoI

CP + uPoTN
CP − uCoI

CP

− uCoTN
CP , j = 3, 4, k = 2, 4 (2)

Similarly, for RARP and RAConsumer ,

Payoff (RA3
RP , RAi,k

−RP ) = Ubaseline
i + uPoTN

CP − uCoTN
CP ,

i = 3, 4, 1 ≤ k ≤ 4 (3)

Payoff (RA4
RP , RAi,k

−RP ) = Ubaseline
i + uPoDA

RP + uPoTN
CP

− uCoDA
RP − uCoTN

CP , i = 3, 4, k = 3, 4 (4)

Payoff (RA2
Consumer , RAi,j

−Consumer ) = Ubaseline
i + uPoCRE

Consumer

− uCoCRE
Consumer , i = 2, 4, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 (5)

Payoff (RA4
Consumer , RAi,j

−Consumer ) = Ubaseline
i + uPoCRE

Consumer

+ uPoTC
Consumer − uCoCRE

Consumer − uCoTC
Consumer ,

i = 2, 4, j = 2, 4 (6)

4. Multi-party game in contents acquisition scenario

In combination with the above given payoffs and Proposition

1, we proposed a three-dimensional game model, where the game

player are CP, RP and Consumer, as well as the game strategies are
security policies for there parties. Considering the existing DRM

ecosystem, the adoption of enhanced policies, in order to imple-
ment the contents security and control the legitimate usage, is a

goal for CP and RP, meanwhile consumers have also begun to tend

to employ the enhanced security platform. Assume that there is a
tendency of adopting sp4

CP and sp4
RP for CP and SP, respectively,

as well as adopting sp4
Consumer for consumer. Under this assump-

tion, the policies profile (sp4
CP , sp4

RP , sp4
Consumer ) is an expected

Nash Equilibrium of the game. The next is further game-theoretical

analyses of the game model.

Some initial values of c/s utilities and corresponding weights
were given in Table 1. Given that ubaseline

i = 5, where i ∈
{CP, RP,Consumer}, payoffs of three parties were calculated ac-

cording to Eqs.(1)–(6). In addition, there is rational assumption
that the adoption of trusted computing-enabling devices needs much

more costs uCoTC
Cons than a general device. With regard to the multi-

player multi-policy game, we gradually decrease on the cardinality of

the set of participants’ policies by Iterated elimination of (strictly)

dominated strategies, further reducing the dimension of the game
model, as a consequence, find out a generic equilibrium of Strictly

dominant strategies or Nash Equilibrium.

Through analyzing the above listed payoffs of participants under

several representative profiles, we could firstly eliminated the three
dominated policies of parties, such as sp1

CP , sp1
RP , and sp1

Consumer ,

and the reason is that the payoffs that are acquired by adoptions
of these strategies are be certain to be no more than ones resul-

tant with the choices of sp3
CP , sp3

RP and sp2
Consumer , regardless

of the strategies chosen by the opposite parties. Thus, the game
model, which is initially a 4 ∗ 3 model, was simplified into a 3 ∗ 3

model. And then, by the iterated elimination approach, three other
strategies, like sp2

CP , sp2
RP and sp3

Consumer , were also expurgated,

as they are dominated strategies for sp4
CP , sp4

RP and sp4
Consumer .

The 3 ∗ 3 game model further changed into a 2 ∗ 3 mode, and the
sets of participants’ policies were {sp3

CP , sp4
CP }, {sp3

RP , sp4
RP } and

{sp2
Consumer , sp4

Consumer}, respectively. As Consumer’s optimal pol-
icy should include the security components of sp2

Consumer , it was

inevitable that CP would be inclined to strictly dominant strategy
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Table 1. Initial values of parameters and payoffs of participants

Party RACP RARP RAconsumer

factor fPoI
CP fCoI

CP fPoTN
CP fCoTN

CP fPoDA
RP fCoDA

RP fPoTN
RP fCoTN

CP fPoCRE
Consumer fCoCRE

Consumer fPoTC
Consumer fCoTC

Consumer

(u, w) (10, 4) (5, 2) (6, 3) (3, 1) (10, 5) (5, 2) (6, 2) (3, 1) (6, 2) (2, 1) (4, 4) (10, 3)

(1,1,1) 5 5 5

(2,3,2) 8 5 6

(3,3,2) 6.5 5.9 5

(4,3,2) 9.5 5.9 6

(3,4,2) 6.5 4.9 5

(4,4,2) 9.5 4.9 6

(4,3,4) 9.5 5.9 3 (one-stage game), 6 (repeated game)

(4,4,4) 9.5 9.9 4.6 (one-stage game), 7.6 (repeated game)

sp4
Consumer , that is to say that the final profile achieving an equilib-

rium would include sp4
Consumer . So, the 2 ∗ 3 model was finally de-

generated into a two-player game between RARP and RAConsumer ,
where both have only two policies. Fig.2 depicted two payoff ma-

trixes between both in the contents acquisition scenario, and one

being a one-stage game, the other manifesting a repeated game.
Relative dominant strategies profiles would be yielded by analyzing

the practical payoffs in Table 1.

Based on these above payoffs of both parties in four profiles,

as is shown in Fig.2(a), it was clear that sp4
Consumer is a strictly

dominated policy, by which RAConsumer only acquired fewer bene-
fit, 3 or 4.6, than benefit values by sp2

Consumer . If it chooses sp4
RP ,

RARP would similarly gain fewer interests being 4.9 than 5.9, and
we easily found out a Nash Equilibrium (sp3

RP , sp2
Consumer). In

combination with sp4
CP of RACP , we gained a strategies profile

(sp4
CP , sp3

RP , sp2
Consumer) that satisfied the optimal benefits balance

for a one-stage game.

Fig. 2. Analysis of payoff matrix between RP and consumer

5. Results and discussions

The above analyses manifest that the result of the
game is a Nash Equilibrium different from the expected one

(sp4
CP , sp4

RP , sp4
Consumer), and the result is an inferior optimal se-

curity policies profile, not an enhanced policies one in a one-stage
game is profile. The reason is that three parties could not achieve

the optimal benefits balance under the enhanced security policies
profile, consequently they were together inclined to an inferior op-

timal and stable status, which is a balance of relatively dominant

strategies. Under this circumstance, any participant would not ac-
quire more benefits by adopting other policies alone. Obviously, the

case that RAConsumer could not choose sp3
Consumer with the exter-

nal relativity leads to the result, as sp2
Consumer is a strictly dominant

strategy for RAConsumer . If sp3
Consumer could be chosen, and then

consumers would choose sp4
Consumer . However, their gained bene-

fit is much fewer than the baseline values 5 by observing Table 1

and Fig.2(a). Therefore, RARP would merely adopt sp3
RP with the

external relativity.

Besides, some further results and discussions were listed as fol-

lows:

(1) In term of Deduction 1, when there is a repeated game on

the adoptions of security policies for participants, the game yields a

new Nash Equilibrium (sp4
CP , sp4

RP , sp4
Consumer). With the increase

of content transactions, for RAConsumer , the loss resultant with the

adoption of sp3
Consumer would be compensated by much more gained

benefits. For this, when a repeated game occurs, its payoffs matrix
is illustrated in Fig.2(b). When a consumer’s payoff changes from

4.6 to 7.6, and RAConsumer would consider sp4
Consumer . Note that

fCoTC
Consumer has a few of marginal cots in the repeated game. As

a rational participant, not doubt that RAConsumer would choose

sp4
Consumer by sacrificing short-term benefits and acquiring long-

term ones.

(2) When the number of transactions exceeds to a natural num-

ber,

�|uCoTC
ConsumerwCoTC

Consumer−uPoTC
ConsumerwPoTC

Consumer |/uPoTC
ConsumerwPoTC

Consumer�

the gained benefits of RAConsumer would gradually increase, and it
would acquire much more than benefits than the baseline.

(3) For the repeated game in the contents acquisition scenario,
we found out two Nash equilibriums under pure strategies profile

(sp4
CP , sp4

RP , sp4
Consumer) and (sp4

CP , sp3
RP , sp2

Consumer). It should
be noted that there does not exist Nash Equilibrium under Mixed

strategies profile for the game. Also, (sp4
CP , sp4

RP , sp4
Consumer) is

also a Pareto Optimality in comparison with the other Nash Equi-
librium, as the former is of absolutely dominant profile for various

stakeholders’ perspectives.

IV. Conclusive Remarks

The paper presented a game-theoretic analysis of the adoptions
of security policies, and acquired optimal security policies profiles

in the contents acquisition scenario, so that establish a multi-party

trust for a generic DRM value chain ecosystem. We drew significant
conclusion that simple adoptions of the combination of enhanced se-

curity policies with the external relativity are not certain to achieve
optimal benefits balance among participants, that looking for a pro-

file of relatively dominant strategies is crucial to a complicated DRM

ecosystem. In addition, the enhanced policies profile could trans-
form into a Nash Equilibrium when a repeated game exists, with the

increase of digital content transactions. Our further work aims at
the other application scenario of the contents sharing, in which RP’

adoptions of security policies and sharing behaviors of Consumer

influence each other, thus yields various business model referred to
the DRM-enabling contents industry.
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